
ABSTRACT 

Soma—social market—is a blockchain-based ecosystem combining the functionality 

of a disintermediated marketplace with that of a social media platform. The Soma 

Community Token (SCT) in addition to providing internal liquidity and security, acts 

as a reward system to incentivize behaviors that promote the vibrancy and wealth of 

the entire system. 

Soma allows users to securely and reliably trade with each other in a decentralized 

environment. The Soma Rewarding System guarantees that every user who 

contributes to the creation of social value within the Soma platform is rewarded by 

Soma Community Token (SCT). 

INTRODUCTION 

Since human prehistory, trading has been a social phenomenon. Historically, people 

assembled in marketplaces and bazaars to exchange pleasantries and trade items 

from different parts of the world. Today, much has changed—the venues of 

transaction—even while much remains the same (human nature). 

Much of contemporary trade occurs via internet platforms, such as eBay, which offer 

users a “one-stop-shop” for trade and barter. Anonymous usernames and 

depersonalized storefronts, however, strip interactions on these platforms of an 

important element. The lack of social interaction between users removes what has 

been a natural part of trading and exchange since the beginning of human economic 

activity. Based on our research, there is a huge demand for a platform that will unite 

trading and social interaction between users. 



SOMA COMMUNITY TOKEN (SCT) 

As Soma’s native cryptocurrency, SCT—an ERC20 token—facilitates the organic 

growth of the community. Soma uses SCT for the following ends: 

• To secure the system via an immutable, decentralized transaction ledger 

• To provide internal liquidity within the Soma marketplace 

• To incentivize members to behave in socially beneficial ways 

INTERACTIVE ITEM CARD 

THE CONCEPT OF INTERACTIVE ITEM CARD 
(PATENT-PENDING) 

One of Soma’s principal innovations is the Interactive Item Card (IIC), which allows 

users to increase the value of their published IIC’s by gaining social acceptance for 

them inside the platform. Through the social interactions known from the traditional 

social media platforms such as likes and followings, the “social value” of the IIC is 

increased. Thus, users are incentivized to create high-quality content on the platform 

as they get rewarded for doing so. 

IIC contains information inserted by the users in a chronological chain about a 

particular item of merchandise, such as ownership data and a rating corresponding 

(in the case of physical goods) to the condition of the item. IIC updates information 

of the item on a transaction-by-transaction basis. IIC will facilitate the information 

flow between the users, promote transparency and increase overall trust within the 

community. 



Soma utilizes the Ethereum blockchain and smart contract system in the item card 

verification to safeguard that the IIC cannot be duplicated and to ensure the 

information is transferred securely. Interactive Item Card is a patent-pending 

innovation. Patent attorneys and the relevant authorities have conducted thorough 

preliminary research and have found nothing which could prevent the success of the 

patent application. 

For a more detailed description of the IIC process, please see the “IIC Process” 

document from our website https://soma.co 

PROMOTION OF THE INTERACTIVE ITEM CARDS 

Users can earn SCT by promoting Interactive Item Cards. For example, if a user 

believes their audience (or followers, if you will) would be interested in a particular 

item, that user may choose to promote an item card published by some other user. In 

exchange for promotion, the original publisher of the IIC may reward the promoter 

with SCT in return for said promotion. 

Promotion can be done internally within the community, for example in groups of 

particular relevancy to a given IIC. Alternatively, the IIC can be shared outside the 

platform—for example on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. 

RESELLING THE ITEMS 

Sellers may leverage IIC features to offer resellers the chance to sell items for a 

commission. This allows drop-shipping of goods and services while verifying sales 

through the decentralized marketplace. The seller who created the IIC controls it and 

can add a discount level on a per-entry basis for each reseller. The reselling feature 

is specifically designed for users who want to utilize the power of the community to 

maximize their sales. On one extreme of the seller spectrum, it could serve individual 

artisans and artists. On the other end of the spectrum, the reselling power of the IIC 

would prove ideal for the corporation seeking create an efficient, easily-auditable 

sales network. 



REWARDING SYSTEM 

Soma leverages social capital through its User Rewarding System (URS), which uses 

the Soma Community Token (SCT) to incentivize good behavior. URS is based on a 

user’s individual contribution to the Soma network. Soma approaches cooperative 

rewards with two key factors in mind. 

Firstly, every value-add action should be rewarded. Secondly, not all user actions 

have equal benefit to the community; compensation must be proportional to the 

value created. Soma facilitates both principles by providing an environment that 

enables the exchange of social capital to SCT in a free-market dynamic. Soma 

provides the mechanism and structure for users to engage in specific conduct, and 

the market mechanism ensures perfect pricing in the community. 

SCT will be designed to satisfy both of these underlying ”Community Principles”. 

THE PROBLEM: INEFFICIENT MARKETS 

Commerce does not occur in a perfectly free market. States and interest groups 

impact prices of products and commodities. For example, OPEC manipulates oil 

prices by imposing import volumes to achieve its own price targets. Institutions can 

underprice a commodity for marketing purposes (loss-leading, for example), or 

overprice for enlarged profits. 

Furthermore, the value chain becomes bloated with intermediaries. Multinational 

corporations tend to be the largest beneficiaries of value-chain bloat. Corporate 

‘middlemen’ soak up much of the value, disproportionally to the level of utility they 

contribute. For example, a handcrafted carpet from one region of the world may have 

accumulated extreme price increase—excessive of transport costs, duties, and other 

actual expenses—in price by the time it reaches another market. In the process, the 



item will probably have passed through several brokers or intermediaries, each of 

whom will have made a profit on the transaction. In short, inefficiencies in the chain 

of distribution, combined with lack of transparency, siphon off much of the value 

from the two parties who should be receiving it: the buyer and seller. 

This siphoning of value tends to be most severe in so-called developing countries. 

Those at the beginning of the value chain—those whom we might call value creators: 

craftsmen, farmers and raw material producers—often garner a pittance of the price 

a finished product. Attribution of value to the beginning of the chain has proven 

difficult at best and has required the dubious assistance of various intermediaries. 

To exacerbate the plight of the value creators, trade in goods is often blocked by 

custom duties or embargoes. Absent a technological solution, the presence of 

intermediaries and the lack of transparency have been a necessary evil. With the 

advent of blockchain and its associated technologies, however, peer-to-peer 

commerce and full transparency down the value chain are possible. 

The Soma community will grant true freedom of trade, without any redundant actors, 

thereby removing glut from the value chain, while providing liquidity and free-market 

profitability to value creators. 

 


